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NEW QUESTION: 1
The Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act of 2000 requires
organizations to do which of the following?
A. Quarterly audits to check for sharp objects that could cause
workplace injuries
B. Report workplace injuries from sharp objects, pay a fine,
and provide worker's compensation
C. Removal of specified sharp objects from workplace due to
potential for injury
D. Report workplace injuries from sharp objects and consider
replacement object to prevent future injuries
E. Listing of sharp objects recognized for having caused
workplace injuries in the past
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation: The purpose of the Needlestick Safety and
Prevention Act is to require the employers report workplace

injuries as a result of sharp objects and consider replacement
objects to prevent further injuries. Answer choice A is
incorrect because the purpose of the act is not to require that
companies perform quarterly audits. Answer choice B is
incorrect because the Needlestick Safety and Prevention Act
does not require that organizations remove specified sharp
objects but instead recommend the replacement of dangerous
sharp objects. Answer choice C is incorrect because the act
does not create a list of sharp objects that are recognized for
having caused workplace injuries but instead leaves the
decision about these objects up to the organization. Answer
choice D is incorrect because the act does not require that
companies pay a fine for workplace injuries from sharp objects.

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which CLI command do you use to determine which files are
cleanup candidates?
A. request system storage cleanup dry-run
B. request system storage cleanup candidates
C. request system services candidate cleanup
D. request system services storage candidates
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
You have recently installed a second Routing Engine (RE) in
your Junos device and implemented Graceful Routing Engine
Switchover (GRES).
Which two statements correctly describe the expected behavior
if the primary RE fails? (Choose two.)
A. The backup RE will assume the master role once the packet
forwarding engine (PFE) restarts
B. The backup RE will immediately assume the master role
C. The new master RE restarts the routing protocol process
(rpd) and establishes any required adjacencies based on the
configuration.
D. The new master RE maintains the existing protocol
adjacencies initially established by the previous master RE
Answer: B,C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Once the RE's are synchronized, they exchange keepalives. If
the backup RE does not receive a keepalive from the master RE
after a specified timeout (typically 2 seconds), it determines
that the master RE has failed and takes mastership. When a
mastership change occurs, the PFE seamlessly disconnects from
the old master RE and reconnects to the new master RE. The PFE
does not reboot and continues forwarding traffic based on the
existing forwarding table entries.
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